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Abstract Artificial neural networks (ANNs) are used by

hydrologists and engineers to forecast flows at the outlet of

a watershed. They are employed in particular where

hydrological data are limited. Despite these developments,

practitioners still prefer conventional hydrological models.

This study applied the standard conceptual HEC-HMS’s

soil moisture accounting (SMA) algorithm and the multi

layer perceptron (MLP) for forecasting daily outflows at

the outlet of Khosrow Shirin watershed in Iran. The MLP

[optimized with the scaled conjugate gradient] used the

logistic and tangent sigmoid activation functions resulting

into 12 ANNs. The R2 and RMSE values for the best

trained MPLs using the tangent and logistic sigmoid

transfer function were 0.87, 1.875 m3 s-1 and 0.81,

2.297 m3 s-1, respectively. The results showed that MLPs

optimized with the tangent sigmoid predicted peak flows

and annual flood volumes more accurately than the HEC-

HMS model with the SMA algorithm, with R2 and RMSE

values equal to 0.87, 0.84 and 1.875 and 2.1 m3 s-1,

respectively. Also, an MLP is easier to develop due to

using a simple trial and error procedure. Practitioners of

hydrologic modeling and flood flow forecasting may con-

sider this study as an example of the capability of the ANN

for real world flow forecasting.

Keywords Continuous rainfall–runoff � Multi layer

perceptron � HMS SMA model � Activation functions �

Khosrow Shirin watershed

Introduction

Hydrological models can be employed to predict flood

magnitudes, flooding extent and associated water volumes.

Rainfall–runoff (R-R) processes are modeled because

hydrological measurements are limited, particularly for

ungauged catchments. Hydrological models are often used

to study various watershed management alternatives and

real time forecasting in order to improve decision-making

about the management of a watershed and addressing

specific watershed issues. Among several hydrologic

modeling approaches, continuous hydrologic simulation is
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preferred as it can model under dry and wet weather con-

ditions (Beven 2001). Continuous hydrologic models,

unlike event-based models, account for soil moisture bal-

ance of a watershed and are suitable for simulating daily,

monthly, and seasonal stream flow (Ponce 1989).

The relationship between rainfall and runoff is a

complex one due to the spatial and temporal variability of

watershed characteristics and precipitation patterns, and

the number of variables involved in the modeling of the

physical processes (ASCE 2000; Kumar et al. 2005).

Since the 1930s, numerous R-R models have been

developed to forecast stream flow. Conceptual models

provide daily, monthly, or seasonal estimates of stream

flow for long-term forecasting on a continuous basis. The

physical process in the hydrologic cycle is mathematically

formulated in conceptual models that are composed of a

large number of parameters. For example, the Stanford

Watershed Model is defined by 20–30 parameters. Opti-

mization of model parameters is usually done by a trial

and error procedure because of their large number and

their complex interaction (Tokar and Johnson 1999; Tokar

and Markus 2000).

Artificial neural networks (ANNs) are models for a

hydrological system mimicking the biological processes of

the human brain. They consist of nodes, arrows and

transfer functions and require only limited knowledge of

internal functions of a system in order to recognize rela-

tionships between input and output (Mutlu et al. 2008). The

most commonly applied transfer functions are sigmoidal

type functions, such as the logistic and hyperbolic tangent

functions (Maier and Dandy 2000).

Kisi (2004) applying ANNs in predicting mean monthly

stream flow showed that ANNs provide a superior alter-

native to autoregressive models for developing input–out-

put simulations and forecasting models. Kumar et al.

(2005) showed that determining the input combinations

involves finding the lags of rainfall/runoff that have a

significant influence on the predicted flow. Kisi (2007)

used a correlation analysis for understanding the effects of

preceding flows, whereas Sudheer et al. (2002) suggested a

statistical procedure, based on cross-correlation, autocor-

relation and partial autocorrelation properties of the series

for identifying the appropriate input vector for the model.

Modarres (2009) showed that global statistics broadly

reflect the accuracy of the model but are insufficient indi-

cators for the best ANN. Ahmed and Sarma (2007) showed

the optimal performance of an ANN for a synthetic stream

flow series of the Pagladia River. Gopakumar et al. (2007)

showed that ANNs can be adopted for forecasting river

flows in the humid tropical river basins during the mon-

soonal period. In the other study, river flow forecasting and

estimation using different ANN techniques was demon-

strated by Kisi (2008).

Recently, a MLP network was optimized with the

Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm to predict maximum daily

discharge by Rezaeian Zadeh et al. (2009). Results showed

that the application of area-weighted precipitation in place

of single station precipitation increased forecasting effi-

ciency. The area-weighted precipitation was also used as an

input vector for the networks in another study (Rezaeian

Zadeh et al. 2010). Despite the accumulated experience, it

is still a challenging task to convince practicing engineers

that ANNs are reliable and perform better than the tradi-

tional hydrological models in many practical problems. To

this end there is still a need to carry out more comparative

studies between ANNs and conventional hydrological

models to build up the ANN portfolio.

This study used the widely used hydrological HEC-

HMS (Hydrologic Engineering Center-Hydrologic Model-

ing System) model as a benchmark to assess the perfor-

mance of ANNs. The HEC-HMS model, developed by the

US Army Corps of Engineers, has a soil moisture

accounting (SMA) routine. Rezaeian Zadeh et al. (2012)

found that the SCG algorithm is superior to other training

algorithms.

In several aspects the current work expands upon

Rezaeian Zadeh et al. (2010): (1) The current study applied

the scaled conjugate gradient (SCG) algorithm for MLP

training, (2) the data were selected at random in the pre-

vious study, whereas here we used the data with their own

time series and (3) the application of HMS SMA model

was evaluated during this new work. The main purpose of

this study was to apply artificial intelligence with the

conceptual HEC SMA model in forecasting daily outflow.

To do so, we explored advantages and disadvantages of

black box and conceptual modeling in simulating the

behavior of a basin in R-R transformation approach. The

study was carried out in the Khosrow Shirin basin located

in southwest Iran to simulate the daily R-R relationship.

Altogether, 12 ANNs were trained and tested using the data

from this watershed.

Materials and methods

An overview of the HMS SMA model

Conceptually, the HMS SMA model divides the potential

path of rainfall onto a watershed into five zones (Fig. 1).

Twelve parameters are needed to model the hydrologic

processes of interception, surface depression storage,

infiltration, soil storage, percolation, and groundwater

storage. Those are the maximum depth of each storage

zone, the percentage that each storage zone is filled at the

beginning of a simulation, and the transfer rates, such as

the maximum infiltration rate that are required to simulate
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the movement of water through the storage zones. The only

other input is the potential evapotranspiration rate. In this

study, due to data scarcity for potential evapotranspiration

calculations, the monthly values of pan evaporation were

used. The pan coefficient was set to 0.7 for all the months.

For further details on the HMS SMA model and how to

calibrate it, see Fleming and Neary (2004) and HEC

(2000).

Multi layer perceptron (MLP)

The MLP is a popular ANN in use today (Dawson and

Wilby 1998). MLP is a network formed by simple neurons

called perceptrons. A perceptron computes a single output

from multiple real-valued inputs by forming a linear

combination according to input weights and then possibly

putting the output through a nonlinear transfer function.

Mathematically this can be represented as:

y ¼ f
X

n

i¼1

wixi þ b

 !

ð1Þ

where, the wi represent the weights, xi is an input vector

(i = 1, 2,…, n), b is the bias, f is the transfer function and y

is the output. The transfer function is often chosen to be the

logistic sigmoid function defined for any variable S as:

f ðsÞ ¼
1

1þ e�sð Þ
ð2Þ

As an alternative we will also apply the tangent sigmoid

function in this study defined for any variable S as:

f ðsÞ ¼
2

1þ e�2sð Þ
� 1 ð3Þ

Commonly applied transfer functions in ANNs are

sigmoidal type functions, such as the logistic and

hyperbolic tangent functions (Haykin 1999; Maier and

Dandy 2000). In a recent study, Rezaeian Zadeh et al.

(2010) showed that the tangent sigmoid activation function

performed better than the logistic sigmoid activation

function in daily outflow prediction when the data was

randomly selected. Yonaba et al. (2010) endorsed the

priority of tangent sigmoid than others. These two studies

indicated the importance of appropriate activation function.

In this study, we used time series (not randomized) data to

evaluate the priority of these two transfer functions.

Neural network training

Training of a single-layer neural network is relatively

simple. Common methods to do so are supervised learning

(Sethi 1990), Boltzmann learning (Ackley et al. 1985),

counter-propagation (Hecht-Nielsen 1987), and Madaline

Rule-II (Widrow et al. 1988). A popular method is super-

vised learning that provides the network with examples of

input–output mapping pairs from which the network learns.

The learning is reflected through the modification of con-

nection strengths or weights. This process of learning

occurs continuously until the mapping present in the

examples is achieved. A key issue in the learning process

credit assignment, i.e. identification of what should be the

desired output of the neurons in the hidden layers during

training. This issue has been addressed by propagating

back the error in the output layer to the internal layers, also

called the back propagation algorithm (Rumelhart et al.

1986). It minimizes the error at the output layer and is a

gradient descent method.

Neural networks training algorithms

The SCG algorithm was carried out by minimizing the

global error E defined as:

E ¼
1

p

X

p

p¼1

Ep ð4Þ

where P is the total number of training patterns and EP is

the error for the training pattern p. EP is calculated as:

Precipitation Evapotranspiration

Canopy 

interception

Surface 

depression

Infiltration

Soil profile 

storage

Groundwater flow

Groundwater flow

Surface runoff

Deep 

percolation

Percolation

Percolation
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Fig. 1 Conceptual schematic of the continuous soil moisture

accounting algorithm (Bennett 1998)
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Ep ¼
1

2

X

n

k¼1

ok � tkð Þ2 ð5Þ

where n is the total number of output nodes; ok is the

network output at the kth output node; and tk is the target

output at the kth output node. In this study, the global error

is reduced by adjusting weights and biases as described by

Kisi (2007).

Scaled conjugate gradient algorithm

The basic back propagation algorithm adjusts the weights

in the steepest descent direction, i.e. in the negative gra-

dient direction, being the direction in which the perfor-

mance function decreases most rapidly. It turns out that this

direction is not necessarily that of the fastest convergence.

In a conjugate gradient algorithm a search is performed

along conjugate directions, which generally produces faster

convergence than steepest descent directions.

All conjugate gradient algorithms start out by searching

in the steepest descent direction (negative of the gradient)

on the first iteration:

P0 ¼ �g0 ð6Þ

A line search is then performed to determine the optimal

distance to move along the current search direction:

Xkþ1 ¼ Xk þ ak � Pk ð7Þ

where Xk is a vector of current weights and biases, gk is the

current gradient, and ak is the learning rate and P1, …, Pk a

set of non-zero weight vectors.

Then the next search direction is determined so that it is

conjugate to previous search directions. The general pro-

cedure for determining the new search direction is to

combine the new steepest descent direction with the pre-

vious search direction:

Pk ¼ �gk þ bk � Pk�1 ð8Þ

The various versions of conjugate gradient are distin-

guished by the manner in which the constant bk is com-

puted. As a further refinement, the step size is adjusted at

each iteration. A search is made along the conjugate gra-

dient direction to determine the step size, which minimizes

the performance function along that line.

In this study we use the SCG algorithm, developed by

Moller (1993). It has as an advantage that it avoids the time-

consuming line search and that it combines the model-trust

region approach, with the conjugate gradient approach.

The target error for the training of networks was equal to

10-4. With the specification of this target error, the number

of iterations for all 12 models (different combinations of

MLPs based on the correlation analysis obtained from

Rezaeian Zadeh et al. 2010) was placed at 1,000. The

training of networks was stopped when their performances

reached the target error. Hence, the number of iterations for

all models was equal to 1,000. Based on Kisi (2007), the

same number of iterations can be used for networks

training if the same training algorithm is used.

After examination of many (50, 100, 150, 200, …,

2,500) epochs and neuron numbers, the best results were

seen at this network architecture (Table 1).

Before applying the ANNs training, all data must be

normalized, i.e. they are transformed into the range of

(0.05, 0.95) by applying.

Xn ¼ 0:05 þ 0:9
Xr � Xmin

Xmax � Xmin

ð9Þ

where Xn and Xr are normalized and original input and Xmin

and Xmax are the minimum and maximum of the input

range, respectively (Soroosh et al. 2005; Rezaeian Zadeh

et al. 2010).

These normalized data were used to train each of the 12

ANN models. Program codes, including Neural Network

Toolbox, were written in MATLAB language for the ANN

simulations. In this study, the following combination of

input data for precipitation and discharge was implemented

(Table 2).

The case study and relevant data

The Khosrow Shirin watershed within the Fars Province in

Iran, located between (30�370N, 51�490E) and (30�590N,

52�120E was selected as a case study catchment (Fig. 2).

The drainage area at this site is 610 km2. The average

annual precipitation and temperature are equal to 530 mm

and 5.5 �C, respectively. Hence, the region belongs to

humid climatological class based on the De Martonne

(1926) aridity index.

The time series of daily precipitation data from four

stations (Khosrow Shirin, Sedeh, Dehkadeh Sefid and Dozd

Kord) was used for this study. The time series of the stream

flow of Dehkadeh Sefid station (30�390N, 52�070E) is

presented in Fig. 3.

The average daily precipitation on the watershed area

was determined with Thiessen polygon. It calculates the

average precipitation over the catchment by weighing each

station’s rainfall depth in proportion to its area of influence.

Hence, the weights belonging to the Khosrow Shirin, Dozd

Table 1 Architecture of network

Layer

Input Hidden Output

No. of neuron 5 7 1

Transfer functions Logsig Tansig Logsig Tansig Purelin
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Kord, Dehkadeh Sefid and Sedeh precipitation stations

were 0.68, 0.16, 0.08 and 0.08, respectively.

These data are used as input into the network (Rezaeian

Zadeh et al. 2010). Precipitation from 2002 to 2007 water

years were used, where the 2002–2006 water years data (in

total 1,460 daily values: equal to 80 % of the record) were

used for the training ofMLPs and for calibration of the HMS

SMA model. The 2006–2007 water year data were used for

testing (365 daily values: equal to 20 %of data) ofMLPs and

validation of the calibrated HMS SMA model. It should be

noted that in the previous study, data were randomly selec-

ted. For comparison of the results of HMS SMA and MLPs

the same calibration and validation periods for the two

methods were selected. The 1,460 training patterns in this

study generate 1 by 1,460 matrices for both the rainfall and

the river flowpatterns. The rainfall and river flowpatterns for

the 2002–2003 water year are shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 2 Map of the location of

the study site

Fig. 3 Rainfall and river flow

patterns of the 2002–2003 water

year

Table 2 Different combinations of MLPs based on correlation

analysis to examine and find the best inputs to the networks

Model no Input combinations

MLP1 P(t)

MLP2 P(t), P(t - 1)

MLP3 P(t), Q(t - 1)

MLP4 P(t), Q(t - 1), Q(t - 2)

MLP5 P(t), P(t - 1), P(t - 2), Q(t - 1)

MLP6 P(t), P(t - 1), P(t - 2), Q(t - 2)

MLP7 P(t), P(t - 1), Q(t - 1)

MLP8 P(t), P(t - 1), Q(t - 1), Q(t - 2)

MLP9 P(t), P(t - 1), Q(t - 2)

MLP10 P(t), P(t - 1), P(t - 2), Q(t - 1), Q(t - 2)

MLP11 P(t), P(t 2 2), P(t 2 3), Q(t 2 1)

MLP12 P(t), P(t - 2), P(t - 3), P(t - 4), Q(t - 1)

P precipitation, Q river flow, t time

Int. J. Environ. Sci. Technol. (2013) 10:1181–1192 1185
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We let the proportions of the training and test data

depend upon the coefficient of variation (CV) of the data.

The proportion of training data versus full data could vary

between 60 and 80 % and hence from 40 to 20 % for the

testing data. Increase in training percentage, however, may

result in better forecasts during the testing phase.

To do so, Levene’s test and the t test were applied for

checking the distribution similarity of different flow

regimes for both training and test data sets (Rezaeian Zadeh

et al. 2010). The equality of two population variances,

tested using Levene’s test, showed at the 95 % confidence

level a p value equal to 0.192 and hence the hypothesis of

equal variance was not rejected. The t test under the

assumption of equal variances showed a p value equal to

0.001 and thus indicates a significant difference between the

training and test datasets. It thus shows that different flow

regimes (high, mean and low flows) were not selected both

in training and test datasets (Fig. 4) but due to ANN flexi-

bility, the results of forecasting are very satisfactory.

The values of the mean, maximum and minimum annual

flow and the annual flow volume of the Dehkadeh Sefid

hydrometric station are shown in Table 3. Table 3 shows

that the 2006–2007 water year with the mean annual flow

equal to 8.45 m3 s-1 has the highest value among these

5-year of data. This water year also has the highest value of

the annual flow volume equal to 266.5 MCM.

Results and discussion

Model calibration is the process of adjustment of model

parameter values until the simulated results of the model

match the historical data. In the case of rainfall–runoff

models, it is necessary to have observed flow data to be

able to develop this process (Garcı́a et al. 2008). Due to

gauge scarcity of Khosrow Shirin watershed, 7 of the 12

parameters needed for the SMA algorithm [canopy inter-

ception storage, surface depression storage, maximum

infiltration rate, maximum soil storage, tension zone stor-

age, soil zone infiltration rate, and groundwater 1 (GW1)

percolation rate] were estimated by means of model

Fig. 4 Training and testing

dataset

Table 3 Values of the mean, daily maxima/minima during annual

periods of flow and annual flow volume at the Dehkadeh Sefid

hydrometric station

Years Mean

annual

flow

(m3/s)

Daily maxima

during annual

periods (m3/s)

Daily minima

during annual

periods (m3/s)

Annual

flow

volume

(MCM)

2002–2003 4.43 74.9 2.24 139.63

2003–2004 6.91 92.1 2.33 217.9

2004–2005 6.66 23.2 2.37 210.0

2005–2006 5.82 36.6 3.17 183.4

2006–2007 8.45 36.5 1.98 266.5
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calibration. A sensitivity analysis showed that GW1 per-

colation rate and Clark storage coefficient had the highest

effect on peak flows, and GW2 percolation rate, surface

depression storage capacity and impervious area had

highest effects on annual flood volume (Table 4).

Four parameters (GW1 and GW2 storage depths and

storage coefficients) were estimated by stream flow reces-

sion analysis of historic stream flow measurements (Lins-

ley et al. 1958; Burnash et al. 1973; Leavesley et al. 1983).

The GW2 percolation rate was estimated as well by model

calibration. The recession curve is described by Eq. (10),

qt ¼ qo � K t
r ð10Þ

where qt is the average daily flow at a future time with

respect to the initial flow qo, Kr is the recession constant

and t is the time (days). There are several recession periods

during the surveyed years. Figure 5 shows the daily flows

from 2/20/2005 to 8/20/2005 for one of considerable

recession periods. The recession constants for the first (left)

and second (right) parts of hydrograph and the mean value

were found to be equal to 0.983 and 0.993, respectively,

with the mean of 0.988.

Based on the field information summarized in Table 5,

the slope of the watershed is equal to 13.8 % and the

watershed is thus classified as moderately to gently sloping.

A slope value of 6.4 was selected as the initial value for

estimation of the surface storage parameter. The final cal-

ibrated value of this parameter was equal to 10.0.

A correlation analysis of the time series was employed

to evaluate the effect of antecedent precipitation and flow

by Rezaeian Zadeh et al. (2010). The auto- and partial

autocorrelation statistics and the corresponding 95 %

confidence bands from lag 0 to lag 10 days were estimated

for precipitation and stream flow data.

The results obtained by the partial autocorrelation

function indicate a significant correlation up to lag 3 for

precipitation and up to lag 1 for the flow series data,

Table 4 Calibration parameter constraints of HMS SMA

Parameters Minimum Maximum

Canopy capacity (mm) 0.01 1,500

Canopy initial storage percentage (%) 0.001 100

Clark storage coefficient (h) 0.01 1,000

Clark time of concentration (h) 0 1,000

GW1 capacity (mm) 0.01 1,500

GW1 initial storage percentage (%) 0.001 100

GW1 percolation rate (mm/h) 0.01 500

GW1 storage coefficient (h) 0.01 10,000

GW2 capacity (mm) 0.01 1,500

GW2 initial storage percentage (%) 0.001 100

GW2 percolation rate (mm/h) 0.01 500

GW2 storage coefficient (hr) 0.01 10,000

Linear reservoir GW1 coefficient (hr) 0 10,000

Linear reservoir GW1 steps () 1 100

Linear reservoir GW2 coefficient (hr) 0 10,000

Linear reservoir GW2 steps () 1 100

Soil capacity (mm) 0.01 1,500

Soil infiltration rate (mm/h) 0.01 500

Soil initial storage percentage (%) 0.001 100

Soil percolation rate (mm/h) 0.01 500

Surface capacity (mm) 0.01 1,500

Surface initial storage percentage (%) 0.001 100

Tension zone capacity (mm) 0.01 1,500

Table 5 Surface depression storage (surface storage values from

Bennett 1998)

Description Slope (%) Surface storage (mm)

Paved impervious areas NA 3.2-6.4

Steep, smooth slopes [30 1.0

Moderate to gentle slopes 5–30 6.4–12.7

Flat, furrowed land 0–5 50.8

Fig. 5 Daily outflow

hydrograph from 2/20/2005 to

8/20/2005
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respectively, that drops subsequently to within the confi-

dence limits. According to the correlation analysis, three

and one antecedent precipitation and flow values should be

selected for the ANN input, respectively. For more confi-

dence in the selection of all appropriate inputs to ANNs,

three antecedent precipitation and flow were selected. Note

that in Rezaeian Zadeh et al. (2010), five different input

combinations were constructed during model’s develop-

ment whereas in the current study we examined twelve

input combinations (12 MLPs).

For all MLPs, three layered ANN models were trained

using the scaled conjugate gradient (MLP_SCG) training

algorithm. The training of the MLPs was performed by two

transfer functions. The ANN results were transformed back

to the original domain and the root mean square errors

(RMSE) were computed for the test data for each MLP (12

models). The performance of each of these combinations in

terms of the RMSE and coefficient of determination (R2) is

shown in Fig. 6. Model performance improves with the

addition of more antecedent rainfall and discharge infor-

mation. Figure 6 shows that models MLP6, MLP8 and

MLP11 had the best result for daily flow forecasting.

As can be seen from Fig. 6, the models with tangent

sigmoid transfer function have a lower RMSE, except

models 1, 2, 3 and 7. The MLP1 gives the highest RMSE.

Different numbers of hidden layer neurons were tried for

the MLP_SCG in the study. A trial and error procedure

showed that the number of neurons in hidden layer that

gave the minimum RMSE was 7. The lowest RMSE occurs

for the networks with an input vector containing two and

three antecedent precipitation and one antecedent flow

values (MLP6, MLP11). This result is in direct agreement

with the input vector selected based on the correlation

analysis. Also, it can be seen that the values of RMSE for

about 60 % of the models with tangent sigmoid transfer

function are lower than the models with logistic sigmoid

transfer function.

Figure 6 shows that the correlation of tangent and

logistic sigmoid transfer functions is close to each other for

MLP6 and MLP11 but the correlation of MLP8 with these

two activation functions is not close to each other. This

difference may due to adding one more discharge vector as

input combination of MLP8 than the other MLPs. Hence,

an increase in input data was not always useful.

Comparison of the three ANN models with two different

transfer functions is shown in Figs. 6 and 7.

The R2 values of MLP6, MLP8, and MLP11 with the

tangent and logistic sigmoid activation functions are also

shown in Fig. 6. The values of tangent sigmoid transfer

function are higher than the related values of logistic sig-

moid transfer function. The values of R2 for MLP6, 8 and

11 for tangent sigmoid transfer function are equal to 0.85,

0.83 and 0.87, respectively. Also, RMSE values for these

MLPs with tangent and logistic sigmoid transfer functions

are equal to 2.123 and 2.631, 2.148 and 2.850, 1.875 and

2.297 m3 s-1, respectively. Clearly, the results of MLPs

using tangent sigmoid activation function have a higher

forecasting efficiency than the MLPs using logistic sigmoid

activation function. These metrics are in good agreement

with the achieved results by Rezaeian Zadeh et al. (2010).

The correlation between the observed flow and simu-

lated flow for ANNs with tangent sigmoid activation

Table 6 Error in peak flow (%) for validation period

Model no. Tangent sigmoid Logistic sigmoid

3 6.93 27.71

4 17.37 45.66

5 5.2 3.27

6 25.58 22.5

7 34.7 32.53

8 1.26 16.05

9 46.3 36.37

10 15.53 15.2

11 5.68 14.2

12 27.81 28.17

Fig. 8 Scatter plots of HMS

SMA and MLP11 optimized

with tangent sigmoid transfer

function for the validation

period
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function is higher than for ANNs with logistic sigmoid

activation function. The highest correlation (0.87) is

obtained for Model 11. The RMSE value for MLP11 was

equal to 1.875 m3 s-1, so that this value is lower than the

RMSE value of the other MLPs. For MLP6, the correla-

tions of two different activation functions are close. Sim-

ilarly, this proximity is seen at MLP11. This combination

of input at MLP11 (P(t), P(t-2), P(t-3), Q(t-1)) shows that

antecedent precipitation up to 3 days can be very useful for

daily flow forecasting. Figure 8 in MLP11 attests to this

observation. These findings also validate the results that

were reported by Rezaeian Zadeh et al. (2010).

Figure 7 shows that MLP8 with tangent sigmoid acti-

vation function predicts peak flows at various times but

with higher values than the observed flow. The MLP8 with

a logistic sigmoid activation function, however, does not

produce a good forecasting. The analysis of the percentage

error in peak flow estimation in Table 6 indicates that all

models except MLP3, 5, 8 and 11 tend to underestimate the

peak. Table 6 shows that MLP8 with tangent sigmoid

transfer function has the best forecasting of peak flow as

Fig. 7 corroborates this observation.

Figure 7 shows that MLP11 with tangent sigmoid activa-

tion function predicts daily flows that are close (error = 5.7 in

the peak flow, R2
= 0.871 andRMSE = 1.875 m3 s-1) to the

observed flows. For all models that have produced better

forecasting, antecedent dischargewith 1 day time lagwas used

and it can guide us in building efficient models in the future.

ComparingMLP6andMLP11performance, it can be seen that

increase in input data for a model is not always applicable and

useful. In MLP11 with four input data, we gained the best

result, whereas MLP6 has five input data series and the fore-

casting is not as good as MLP11.

The performance metrics of HMS SMA and MLP11 in

terms of the root mean square error (RMSE) and coefficient

of determination (R2) are shown in Fig. 8.

Figure 8 shows that the values of RMSE for MLP11 are

lower than those of the HMS SMA model, whereas the

correlation between the observed flow and simulated flow

was higher. The correlations for MLP11 and HMS SMA

were equal to 0.87 and 0.84, respectively, whereas the

RMSE values were 1.875 and 2.1 m3 s-1, respectively.

Clearly MLP11 performed better than HMS SMA and had

higher forecasting efficiency. Plots of HMS SMA and

MLP11 for flow forecasting for the validation period of

2006–2007 water years are also shown in Fig. 9. Com-

parison of HMS SMA and MLP11 simulations attests to

this conclusion.

The observed and simulated monthly flow volumes for

the validation period using HMS SMA and MLP11 are

Fig. 9 Observed versus

predicted hydrographs of HMS

SMA model and MLP11 for the

validation period
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shown in Fig. 10. Figure 10 shows that MLP11 can predict

monthly and annual flood volumes better than the HMS

SMA model. The R2 values for HMS SMA and MLP11 for

annual flood volume forecasting were equal to 0.86 and

0.93, respectively. The RMSE values for HMS SMA model

and MLP11 for annual flood volume forecasting were equal

to 4.1 and 3.0 m3 s-1. Overestimation of HMS SMA was

less than MLP11. This overestimation may be due to

uncertainties about forecasting by MLPs. Overall com-

parison of performances for these two models indicate that

MLP11 is a better tool for continuous hydrologic modeling.

The effective number of parameters for such a MLP net-

work is the sum of the number of feedforward connections

(including the bias connections). This may result in a higher

number of parameters for MLPs than for the HMS SMA

model. But, there are only a few parameters to be assigned a

value or function; e.g. number of neurons in each layer and

transfer functions. Other parameters are only vaguely

assigned a value by using a simple trial and error procedure

during MLP training.

Forecasts by the HMS SMA model are reliable as well.

One weakness of the HMS SMA is that the additional

efforts required for sensitivity analysis of parameters are

resulting in several times longer in time and higher in costs

to perform the work.

Conclusion

The ability of the HMS SMA model and ANNs with focus

on the application of two activation functions was inves-

tigated in daily flow modeling. The data of Khosrow Shirin

watershed in Iran used as a case study show that there was

significant difference between the training and test datasets.

This is in contrast to a recent study at the same catchment

(Rezaeian Zadeh et al. 2010) where randomized training

and testing sets with close similarity were explored.

Although the training and test datasets are quite different,

due to ANN’s flexibility, the results of forecasts are still

satisfactory especially for MLP11. As expected, the results

showed that the addition of previous daily flows as input

vector provides more satisfactory results in daily flow

modeling. Finally, the predicted outflow showed that the

tangent sigmoid activation function performed better than

Fig. 10 Observed versus

simulated monthly flood volume

using HMS SMA and MLP11

for the validation period
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did the logistic sigmoid activation function. The results

indicate that MLP can predict daily flow with higher

forecasting efficiency than the conventional hydrological

model such as HMS SMA. Comparison of annual flood

volumes predicted by the two models also verifies the

superiority of MLP. Application of MLP should be con-

sidered when there is not enough time and resources for

sensitivity analysis and other procedures that are needed

for the HMS SMA applications. Also, MLP is much sim-

pler to apply than the HMS SMA by using a simple trial

and error procedure. This study will help the practitioners

to gain valuable knowledge about the ANN over the more

widely used conceptual hydrological models.
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